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Recommended Strategy

Consent: 

Further,  I will notify the adviser of any changes in my information, risk tolerance, goals or investments.  
I understand and                                                with the strategies proposed by the HBL AML advisor to achieve my investment/retirement goals. agree disagree 

I further declare that my financial needs may change over time  and I shall be solely responsible for all my current and future investment,
conversion and transfer transactions if these transactions are not in accordance with my above mentioned risk profiling results.

Options  Score  Risk Level Fund Type        Allocation of Investment      
      A  (-8 to -2)                   Low           Lower Volatility
      B  (-2 to 3)  Medium           Medium Volatility 
      C  (8 to 4)  High           High Volatility  
 

SCORING a= -2

Questions

Score 

1 2 3 4 Total

b= -1 c= 0 d= 1 e= 2

3) If I incur substantial initial loss I would:

Redeem my investmenta

Switch to safer and secure investment optionb
Hold my investment and decide laterc

Observe economic situation and market outlookd
Continue with my investment plan e

4) I usually invest/keep my money in:

Current Accounta

PLS/Savings/TDR’sb
Fixed Income Mutual Fund/National Savings Schemes/Prize Bondc

Stock/Share/Equity based mutual fundd
Real Estatee

1) I can relate myself best to the following statement:

I cannot bear any capital loss.

I will redeem my entire investment amount if I incur 5% loss.

I have other sources of income to maintain my lifestyle

I will wait for my investment to appreciate if I incur 10% loss. 

I will invest on long term basis and will make additional investments when the price falls.

a

b

c

d

e

2) For further investment I intend to take:

No risk

Slight risk with reasonable return and principal protection

Moderate risk with higher than average return

Moderate to high risk for potential greater returns

High risk for superior returns

a

b

c

d

e

Risk Profiler










